
Towards detection of orthologues in sequence
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Abstract
Motivation: Numerous homologous sequences from diverse
species can be retrieved from databases using programs
such as BLAST. However, due to multigene families, evolution-
ary relationship often cannot be easily determined and
proper functional assignment becomes difficult. Thus, discri-
mination between orthologues and paralogues within BLAST
output lists of homologous sequences becomes more and more
important.
Result: We therefore developed a method that attempts to
construct a reconciled tree from a gene tree of selected
sequences and its corresponding phylogenetic tree of the
species involved (species tree). An interface on the Web is
developed to enable users to analyse the BLAST result.
BLAST outputs are parsed and, for the selected sequences,
multiple alignments are constructed either globally or for
local regions. Bootstrapped trees are returned and compared
with the expected species tree. In cases of discrepancies, gene
duplications are assumed and a reconciled tree is computed.
The reconciled tree shows probable orthologues and para-
logues as predicted.
Contact: yuan@embl-heidelberg.de

Introduction

The rapidly progressing genome projects provide a huge
amount of sequence data which need to be annotated as
accurately as possible. One focus is the assignment of biological
function to a gene or a gene product, respectively, which is
mostly accomplished by computer-aided sequence analysis
(Bork et al., 1994). Today, this is usually done by searching for
homologues in sequence databases and subsequent transfer of
functional annotation from the best database match. The
heuristic search algorithm BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) is
used extensively for this purpose. As >70% of all sequences in
current databases have detectable homologues and, for most of
them, at least some functional features have been annotated, a
more reliable and efficient functional assignment is required.
However, current database search techniques are not able to
discriminate whether the best hit is an orthologue, i.e. the
functionally corresponding counterpart of the query sequence in

another species, or only a paralogue, i.e. a homologous member
of a multigene family (Fitch, 1970) that shares, in the best case,
only some functional features with the query.

To overcome this obvious limitation in functional predictions,
we have developed a procedure that tries to decide for a
query sequence of a given species whether the function of the
database hits can be assigned, i.e. whether those hits are
orthologues of the query sequence. This analysis is based on
the comparison of a gene tree computed for a set of homologous
genes with the phylogenetic tree for the species from which
those genes came. Discrepancies between the two trees may
be due, among others, to gene duplications. Computation of
the so-called reconciled tree displays the duplication events
and thus allows the assignment of orthologous and paralogous
sequences.

Methods and implementation

We established a pipeline of programs to apply the above
approach in the context of a database search. At the time of
development, the WU-BLAST2 algorithm for database search
(Altschul and Gish, 1996; W.Gish, unpublished; server:
http://blast.wusl/.edu/ was the most advanced program, but
newer versions can be integrated. We apply this BLAST2 pro-
gram for the database search as it provides gapped alignments
and more sensitivity than the old BLAST version. In addi-
tion, several post-processing procedures are implemented to
support decision finding:
1.. Sequences above a certain hit threshold are selected for

further processing, whereby a graphical digest of the WU-
BLAST2 output allows easy manual refinement of the
selection.

2. The sequences are multiply aligned with either global or
local alignment being performed.

3. A neighbour-joining tree is computed for the selected
sequences. Bootstrapping is used to check the robustness
of the grouping.

4. A phylogenetic tree for the species under study is extracted
from the taxonomy key provided by the NCBI.

5. The gene tree and the species tree are compared, and in the
case of discrepancy reconciled trees are constructed (Page,
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1994) that suggest possible duplication events. The graphi-
cal output of the trees is produced by drawgram/drawtree of
the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 1989; see also:
http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html ).

In summary, this semi-automatic procedure allows one to
decide which of the sequences identified in the database search
are orthologues of the query sequence. The above procedure is
integrated as an additional option into a WU-BLAST2
(http://www.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/Blast2/ ) server.

Search for homologous sequences and multiple
alignment

The multiprocessor WU-BLAST2 program currently appears to
be the best compromise between speed and sensitivity of
database searches. It provides gapped alignments and good
statistics that can be used for automatic large-scale analysis.
For these reasons, we use it to scan for homologues of a given
query sequence in sequence databases. We have developed
a WWW server for it in which we provide by default several
useful post-processing steps such as a hyperlinked graphical
display of the matched regions with respect to both query and
database sequence. It facilitates the detection of ‘twilight
zone’ matches (i.e. matches with a P value >0.001) and the
selection of database hits for further analysis. HTML-based
output (Figure 1) allows the retrieval of functional information
from various hyperlinked databases utilizing SRS (Sequence
Retrieval System; Etzold et al., 1996).

As long as the selected database sequences are reasonably
related to each other, a subsequent global alignment performed
by CLUSTALW (Higgins et al., 1996) should reveal most of
the required information. However, there are many cases
where only domains are homologous or where the sequences
are so divergent that automatic multiple alignment procedures
have difficulties. Therefore, we implemented a second option
that only considers local alignment of motifs that are common
to all selected sequences. Although the signal may become
weaker due to the loss of some segments, the remaining regions
are the most conserved ones and misalignment is avoided.
The output is the multiple alignment and the set of evolutionary
distances among aligned sequences.

Construction of the gene tree

The phylogenetic gene tree is constructed by using routines
of the widely distributed computer program CLUSTALW.
The CLUSTALW program uses the neighbour-joining
method (Saito and Nei, 1987) to construct the phylogenetic
tree, but does not provide a root for the tree. As our procedure
requires a rooted tree, two rules are used: (i) choose the
longest branch as the tree root; (ii) use a sequence as an out-
group from an organism that has to be outside of the rest of
the genes (Figure 2a). A bootstrapped tree of the genes is also

computed. However, for the time being, bootstrapping results
are given only as an interpretation aid and are not automatically
inserted into the tree graphical presentation.

Construction of the species tree

A phylogenetic tree that represents our current knowledge on
the evolution of species we call a species tree. The taxonomy
of species reflects this knowledge, although there are numerous
branches that are not bifurcating. Based on this taxonomic tree
and using the newest information from molecular evolutionary
analysis and other sources, NCBI has been developing a
taxonomic species tree (D.Leipe, V.Soussov, http://www.ncbi.
nlm.gov/Taxonomy ). This taxonomic species tree has recently
been adapted by EMBL’s databases. We use this information
to build a species tree for the species from which genes were
selected in the prior step. For fast access to the species tree,
a species database is created where all the internal nodes
starting from an organism all the way to the root are easily
retrievable. This allows the relevant part of the phylogenetic
tree of the species involved in the analysis to be built quickly
(Figure 2b). In our approach, the taxonomic species tree is built
up first, then the corresponding genes are sorted accordingly to
construct the species tree.

Construction of reconciled phylogenetic trees

The phylogenetic gene tree and the corresponding species
tree either agree or disagree with each other. In the case of
agreement, the sequences involved may be considered to be
orthologues and a functional assignment of the query based
on the database hits would be justified. On the other hand, a
disagreement might be caused by the uncertainty in
relationships among the sequences and thus by the limits of the
methods used. To check this, we provide the bootstrapping
option. This minimizes the risk of making false deductions
by mistaking small reconstruction errors for real disagreement
between trees. When real disagreement is suspected, the conflict
between species and gene tree is resolved by postulating gene
duplication events. For this purpose, a computer program has
been developed that integrates both gene tree and species tree
into the so-called reconciled tree (Page, 1994). In this reconciled
tree, distinguishing between orthologues and paralogues
becomes straightforward (Figure 2c). All the trees (species
tree, gene tree and finally reconciled tree) are given in PHY-
LIP’s newick format which can be displayed by the graphical
program treetool. Additionally, each of them is displayed in
graphics produced by drawing programs of PHYLIP.

Another example for our approach is given in Figure 3.
Kawamura and Yokoyama (1995) analysed rhodopsin-like
opsin genes in lizards and predicted that the opsin gene
RH2Ac (OPSB_ANOCA) of the species Anolis carolinensis
and the gecko blue opsin gene OPSB_GECGE of the species
Gecko gecko should be derived as paralogues from duplicate
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Fig. 1. An HTML-linked output of the BLAST2 server as currently implemented at the EMBL in Heidelberg (http://www.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/
Blast2e/) and displayed using Netscape. Some graphical features have been adapted from Worley et al. (1995). The example shows members
of the diverse fringe family of glycosyltransferases (Yuan et al., 1997). The query is a frog sequence of the fringe family with a nearly 100% hit
to frog ‘lunatic fringe’ (see alignment part). Apart from the query, five other sequences have been selected (upper part). In the example, a global
alignment has been chosen and the distance matrix as well as multiple alignment are displayed (lower part). Finally, gene tree, species tree and
reconciled tree are computed and given in a form that can be read by tree-drawing tools.

ancestral genes. Our approach using their data could fully
confirm this result.

Discussion

The functional assignment of a query sequence is carried out
extensively today by using the database search and transfer
of the function of the best hit sequence out of the database.
It turns out that the BLAST algorithm represents the best

compromise between search efficiency and sensitivity.
There exist some post-processing procedures either available
on diverse WWW sites (like BEAUTY’s server; Worley et al.,
1995) or available for stand-alone runs on different computer
platforms (like the Visual BLAST of Durand et al., 1997).
The greatest weakness in all these approaches is that users
cannot or only inconveniently retrieve all the hit sequences
with their full length and all their biological information such
as their taxonomic classifications. This makes the further
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic trees as derived from the procedure (these trees
are displayed graphically and also given in a digital form that can be
used by various tree-drawing procedures on different platforms).
(a) Gene tree as computed by CLUSTALW (Higgins et al., 1996).
The identifiers from a non-redundant protein database at EMBL are
given. (b) Tree as taken from the GENBANK taxonomy according
to the species included. The species of the query sequence has to be
entered into the Web interface; species corresponding to the matching
database sequences are retrieved and appended. (c) Reconciled tree
that solves discrepancies in (a) and (b). A root is implied by assuming
the minimal number of gene duplication events. Duplications after
the divergence of species (see, for example, the two chicken
sequences) are considered as being independent events that do not
need to be considered in the computation. As a minimal number of
duplications is assumed, the chicken and the human sequence have
been considered as being part of one branch and the root has been
placed accordingly. A ‘?’ sign precedes the species name if a gene
in this species is assumed to have to exist. Accordingly, four genes
(either extinct or not yet observed) are assumed here and a gene
duplication event leads to two groups of orthologues.

analysis of the evolutionary relationship between the sequences
difficult. Furthermore, it is hard to distinguish between
orthologues and paralogues among the homologous sequences.
In order to avoid this weakness and provide a new approach
in this direction, we developed this method and give it as a
service on the WWW site (http://www.bork.embl-heidelberg.

Fig. 3. Reconciled tree of the opsin RH2 group (drawn by the
PHYLIP’s drawgram). The same relevant protein sequences are
chosen as indicated in the paper of Kawamura and Yokoyama
(1995). The proteins OBSB_GECGE and OPSB_ANOCA are
paralogues as they might be derived from a common ancestral
sequence. On other side, OBSB_ANOCA could be considered as an
orthologue to the chicken’s green opsin protein OPSG_CHICK.

de/Blast2e/ ). Using this approach, users can easily retrieve
all the sequences in BLAST output and all the phylogenetic
relationship between the sequences. A table on all pairwise
distances of the involved sequences and bootstrapping values
about the gene tree branches are given to enable users to
judge the differences between the sequences and the quality
of the gene tree. The global alignment option includes the full
length of sequences which is useful as only the full length can
provide the whole information about the sequences involved
and the gene tree can be constructed much more accurately.
In some cases, focus on local matched regions taken out of
BLAST search results proves to be reasonable as the sequences
involved only share some functional similar parts (like multi-
domain proteins). The reconciled tree provides the easiest way
to decide on paralogues or orthologues among the homologous
sequences. Nevertheless, this approach is limited if all
species involved belong to the same genus, i.e. the species
background cannot provide further resolving information for
the genes under consideration. In these cases, the reconciled
concept will fail. Another limitation of this approach is that only
bifurcating trees are supported by the reconciling program,
i.e. a root has to be chosen and only up to two genes from a
species can be analysed by this reconciling program. Further
developments are possible to overcome these limitations and
close the gap between database search, gene family analysis
and final functional prediction for the family members.
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